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Allegro

Sing unto God, and

high affections raise, to crown this conquest with unmeasured praise,

with unmeasured praise.

Sing unto God, and

high affections raise, to crown this conquest with unmeasured praise,
Sing unto God, and with unmeasured praise.

high affections raise, to crown this conquest with unmeasured praise, with

unmeasured, with unmeasured praise,

unmeasured, with unmeasured praise, with

unmeasured, with unmeasured praise, with
Sing unto God, and high affections raise, to

unmeasur'd praise.

crown this conquest, to crown this conquest, to crown this conquest with unmeasur'd praise,
crown this conquest, to crown this conquest with unmeasur'd praise,
crown this conquest, this conquest, to crown

with unmeasur'd praise.

Sing unto God,
to crown this conquest with unmeasur'd praise.
this conquest with unmeasur'd praise.
Sing unto God,
Sing unto God,
O sing, sing unto God,
sing unto God, sing unto God, and high affections raise,
sing unto God, sing unto God, and high affections raise,
sing unto God, sing unto God, and high affections raise,
sing unto God, and high affections raise, and high affections raise,
to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, high affections raise, to crown this conquest, to crown this conquest,
to crown this conquest, to crown this conquest with
to crown this conquest, to crown this conquest with

to crown this conquest with unmeasurd praise,
unmeasurd praise, to crown
this
measurd praise, to crown,
to crown, to crown
this
with unmeasurd praise,
to crown, to crown, to crown
this
with unmeasurd praise,
to crown, to crown, to crown
this
conquest, this conquest with unmeasurd praise. Sing unto God, sing unto God, and
conquest, this conquest with unmeasurd praise. Sing unto God, sing unto God, and
conquest, this conquest with unmeasurd praise. Sing unto God, sing unto God, and
conquest, this conquest with unmeasurd praise. Sing unto God, sing unto God, and
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
high affections raise, and high affections raise, to crown, to crown, to crown,
to crown this con-
quest with un-
mea-
sur'd praise.

to crown this con-
quest with un-
mea-
sur'd praise.

this con-
quest with un-
mea-
sur'd praise.